Transforming Corporate Offices
with On-premise Mobile Clouds
Reliable and fast building-wide and campus-
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Cyrus for Corporate Offices:

Benefits

• Supports BYOD, cellular service from any provider, security, and

Guaranteed Service Delivery for All Wireless Carriers

improved experiences around mobile video conferencing

• The office is pre-wired to support all wireless carriers; tenants
can switch carrier for corporate devices or in the case of a BYOD
policy – support all devices used on premises

• Gain insight with aggregated TIPS information (time, identity,
position, service)
• Provide tiered service based on location and application type

• ‘Always-on’ cellular services

• Protect sensitive information by owning and controlling the

• Scalable bandwidth

mobile network

Private IoT Network
• A private, highly secure, reliable and high-capacity, personalized
private LTE network – owned and operated by the tenant, not
connected to the carrier network
• Supports all cellular-based IoT applications, including security,
video surveillance, smart building sensors: energy, HVAC,
lighting

Cyrus End-to-End Solution

IT Managed
• Simple integration with cloud automation tools
Cloud Network Switches

• Cellular access software is installed on a cloud architecturetenants leverage the private cloud to host additional
applications such as video analytics and location tracking
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Key Takeaways:
For large corporate offices, ASOCS’ Cyrus provides the unlimited bandwidth and
unparalleled speeds workers require, freeing them from relying on outside carrier networks
and problematic Wi-Fi. With Cyrus, building owners and managers have a private, cloudbased LTE network that is scalable, easily installed, works with virtually any carrier, and offers
exceptional total cost of ownership. Please visit www.asocscloud.com to learn more.

Visit www.asocscloud.com to learn more.

